Evolutionary-conserved gene expression response profiles across mammalian tissues.
Gene expression responses are complex and frequently involve the actions of many genes to effect coordinated patterns. We hypothesized these coordinated responses are evolutionarily conserved and used a comparison of human and mouse gene expression profiles to identify the most prominent conserved features across a set of normal mammalian tissues. Based on data from multiple studies across multiple tissues in human and mouse, 13 gene expression modes across multiple tissues were identified in each of these species using principal component analysis. Strikingly, 1-to-1 pairing of human and mouse modes was observed in 12 out of 13 modes obtained from the two species independently. These paired modes define evolutionarily conserved gene expression response modes (CGEMs). Notably, in this study we were able to extract biological responses that are not overwhelmed by laboratory-to-laboratory or species-to-species variation. Of the variation in our gene expression dataset, 84% can be explained using these CGEMs. Functional annotation was performed using Gene Ontology, pathway, and transcription factor binding site over representation. Our conclusion is that we found an unbiased way of obtaining conserved gene response modes that accounts for a considerable portion of gene expression variation in a given dataset, as well as validates the conservation of major gene expression response modes across the mammals.